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Pedestrian flows in train stations
The PedFlux Project
Collaborative EPFL/CFF research project:
Development of a comprehensive modeling framework for
pedestrian demand estimation in railway stations.
1) extensive data analysis of exemplary train station
→ Gare de Lausanne
2a) development of demand estimation methodology
→ dynamic origin-destination demand
2b) development of traﬃc assignment model
→ accessory to demand estimation
→ level-of-service assessment
3) application of combined framework to case study
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Coverage of tracking sensors
Monitored area in PIO (above) and PIE (below):
5 / 24Figure adapted from VisioSafe
Tracking algorithm
Sensor topology: (0)
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Tracking algorithm
(1) Detection
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Tracking algorithm
(1) Detection – (2) Tracklet generation
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Tracking algorithm
(1) Detection – (2) Tracklet generation – (3) Association
6 / 24Figure adapted from VisioSafe
Sample trajectory
• ‘tracked’ vs. interpolated periods


























Pedestrian movements on January 16, 2013
Animation: http://youtu.be/HHMXTJlQlkY
8 / 24Animation: Nicolas Anken, EPFL














































































• busiest 15-min period
• extracted from tracking data




































































































Daily pattern (January 16, 2013)
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
LOS Pedestrian density






Table: Pedestrian walkway LoS
density threshold values
according to NCHRP
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
aggregation: ∆t = 60 s, A = 7.29 m2
7:40–7:41: Low occupation, no train arrivals/
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
aggregation: ∆t = 60 s, A = 7.29 m2
7:41–7:42: Arrival of train IR 1606 at 7:40:20 on platform 3/4
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
aggregation: ∆t = 60 s, A = 7.29 m2
7:42–7:43: Arrival of train IR 706 at 7:41:24 on platform 5/6
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
aggregation: ∆t = 60 s, A = 7.29 m2
7:43–7:44: Arrival of train IR 1407 at 7:42:20 on platform 3/4
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Heat map of PUs, January 22, 2013
aggregation: ∆t = 60 s, A = 7.29 m2
7:44–7:45: Gradual decrease in pedestrian occupation/
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Voronoi-based spatial tessellation
• finite set of points p1, p2, ... in space
• Voronoi cell of point pi defined as
V (pi ) = {p| ∥p − pi∥ ≤ ∥p − pj∥ , i ̸= j}
• each point represents a pedestrian
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Empirical fundamental diagram
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Dynamic trip table Travel time, occupation
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Pedestrian demand estimation: Train timetable





Pedestrian demand estimation: Train timetable
• correlation between train schedule and pedestrian flows















Figure: Train unloading flow and train arrivals, April 9, 2013
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Pedestrian demand estimation: Train timetable
• correlation between train schedule and pedestrian flows

















] – inflow after train arrival
– dead time: s ≈ 46.3 s
– flow rate:
αlong = 6.8± 1 #/s
αshort = 4.5± 1 #/s
– disembarkations per train:
Q = 80 . . .500
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Pedestrian demand estimation: Train timetable
• correlation between train schedule and pedestrian flows
• ‘unloading flow’ as superposition of train-induced events
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Dynamic trip table Travel time, occupation
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Pedestrian traﬃc assignment: Desired properties
• accurate prediction of travel times given demand
– calibration with trajectory data
• customizable I/O interface
– coupling with demand estimation framework
• high computational performance
– several times faster than real-time
→ mesoscopic pedestrian flow model
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– sequence of areas
• path
– sequence of cells
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Pedestrian traﬃc assignment: Propagation model
pedestrian fundamental diagram [Wei93]
v (m/s)
k (#/m2)












Pedestrian traﬃc assignment: PU West, Lausanne
Figure: Pedestrian Underpass West, Lausanne railway station
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Pedestrian traﬃc assignment: PU West, Lausanne
• pedestrian demand extracted from
tracking data
• prediction of travel times, flows and
densities


























22 / 24Animation: http://youtu.be/16_MkoF70Hc
Concluding remarks and next steps
1. extensive data analysis for Gare de Lausanne
2. framework for pedestrian flow modeling
2a) demand estimation methodology (primary aim)
2b) traﬃc assignment model (accessory)
3. application of combined framework to case study
– prototype tool for integrated demand/supply estimation
∗ operationalization of research findings with third party – tbd
– apply knowledge/methodology to further train stations
– develop decision-aid tools for practitioners
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